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.NATIOÎ AL STATUS JIND COGNATE SUBJECTS IN THE CANADIAN CENSUS 

The national status of Canada has been in the forefront of political 
discussion since the Great War, and more' especially since the. Imperial Confer^ 
ence of I926, when Canada and the other Dominions were explicitly recognized 
as (to quote the Report of the Imperial Conference, I926) "autonomous com
munities within the British Snplre, equal in status, in no way subordiiiate one 
to another in any aspect of their domestic or foreign affairs, though united by 
a common allegiance to the Crown, and freely associated as members of the British 
Commonwealth of Nations". As a by-product of this discussion, the question has 
been asked, How is Canadian Nationality and its concomitants being recorded by 
the Census, the great measuring rod of the Canadian people in all such matters. 
Who are "Canadians", how do they "qualify"' as such, and what is their exact 
number? Some confusion has naturally characterized certain of the views 
expressed, for the subject is many-sided and not easy to dispose of in a phrase. 
Yet undoubtedly we should have clear and accurate data on a matter so vital. 

The present article deals with the section of the population census 
referred to above, namely the eight or nine questions (out of a grand total of 
36) which relate directly or indirectly to what may be defined in general terms 
as "political" or "national" status. 

Phases of the Subject 

In the first place, it is essential to realize that there are several ~ 
distinct points of view from which political status may be lllvm:ined — in other '~'"~~~* 
wo3:ds as to what constitutes a "Canadian", These criteria Include; first, 
birthplace or covmtry of nativity, which confers certain rights and status upon -ĉ  
the Individual; second, nationality or country of allegiance, a legal concept 5^ 
which goes considerably farther than birthplace; third, origin or country of ^ 
ancestry, whether immediate or remote, a concept which Includes race and other O 
cultural considerations; and fourth, language, which again approaches the 
subject from a new and special angle. To a certain extent, religion also' 
enters into the picture. Let us discuss what it is essential to bring out under 
each of these headings in turn, remembering all the time that the complete and 
final view 1B obtained by considering them not singly or in isolation, but in 
the mass and interrelation with each other. The Census is a method adjusted to 
a general end; it is futile to consider almost any one of Its questions (each 
one of which must be simple and clear-cut) in and by Itself alone. 

The census begins its enquiries on political status, as above said, with 
the subject of birthplace or nativity. Each and every person is asked to state 
the country where he or she was born. In answering this question, everjTjne ; 
born in Canada is entered as of "Canadian" birth; everyone born outside of 
Canada is entered as of the country in which his or her birth took place. In
cidentally in enumerating the Canadian-bom, the province of birth is also 
obtained, as throwing a light on the movement of Canadians within their own 
boundaries; it is very interesting to trace, for example, the extent to which 
our West has been peopled from the older provinces. In the case of countries 
whose boundaries were altered by the war, the province or city is obtained so 
as to make allocation in the census reports precise. 

Thus in tabulating the results of this question, we get the following 
broad classificationsj (1),those who are Canadians by birth, with the province 
of birth; (2), those of "other British" birth, i.e., those bom in the British 
Isles or in other parts of the British Snpire - these being fellow "British 
subjects" (unless they have renounced their British Allegiance); and (3), the 
"foreign-bom" according to countries, who may or may not have become Canadian 
nationals and British subjects. 

In two further questions -ander the heading of birthplace or nativity, 
the birthplace of the father and of the mother, respectively, of each person is 
obtained. These questions throw light on the duration of the family residence 
In Canada. If both the father and the mother, as well as the person himself, 
have been born in Canada, the family is clearly of three generations' residence 
in Canada, as the father and mother could not have been of Canadian birth unless 
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the grandparents were also in Canada* In l92lk the number of Canadians of, the 
third generation or more, according to this enumeration, was U,857,5234 (Naturally 
the French bulked largest in this category, aeoounting for 2,295,936)• in other 
cases only one of the twd pafehts may have been born in Canada (there were 713,^7 
of these in I92I); this throws a further gloss on duration of family residence and 
on cei*tain phases of intermarriage. In cases where the parents were bblm outside 
of the country we have a record of the local source oî  origin of the family which 
is UBfeful as a check, though the point is covered elsewhere.. 

Immigrant Poî ulatlon 

Pollowihg logically on the questions relating to birthplace, the Census 
asks two questions that pertain excluflively to persons born outside of Canada, 
The first of these questions dsks the "year of immigration"; the second, the "year 
of natural!station''* 

Pfom the former we know the exact "age" of the immigrant population as 
Canadikn residents, i.e., the length of their domicile in Canada, and are able to 
analyse the same from various points of view. Comparing these records with the 
annual imtlilgration returns, for example, we can derive some very interesting in
formation, particularly as to the fluidity of our immigrant population, 

T̂hus we know that in I92I the total immigrant population of Canada was 
li955,736, (an increase of 368,775 as compared with I9II), made up of g5l+,890 
who came to the country during the decade I9II-2I, of 7^2,072 who came during 
I9OI-II, and of. 330,073 who came before I9OI. As we know from the immigration 
returns tlmt 1,780,6SS Immigrants arrived in Canada between I9II and I92I, clearly 
a total of 1,^11,913 iramigrants either emigrated or died during the decade. Of 
these 9^0,000 were' immigrants who had arrived during the decade, ̂ 00,000 (making 
allowance for deaths) were immigrants who had come to the country in I9OI-I91I, 
while 300,000 were immigrants who had arrived prior to I9OI. Facts like these 
are most important to have available In judging the success of our efforts in 
building up population by immigration.) 

Not all our immigrants are outside-born; we have a few who were once 
Canadians but subsequently obtained domicile or citizenship in another coTintry, 
coming back to Canada now for pexToanent residence. The Immigration Department 
regards a Canadian who has lived three years or more in another country as an 
"immigrant" if and when he returns permanently to Canada, The Department also 
maintains statistics of "returned Canadians" from the United States, I.e., of 
Canadians, apart from students and travellers, who have gone to the United States 
for seasonal or other employment, but have, returned before being three years absent. 
The latter, of course, are not "immigrantB", 

The ̂ year of immigration" question in the Census applies to both "British 
and "foreign" immigrants. The next question, however, "year of naturalization", 
applies only to the foreigner, (i.e.,the non-British subject),who alone requires 
"naturalization", the latter being the process of admitting the foreigner to Canadian 
citizenship.r The question of naturalization and the years thereof is important as 
showing the relative extent and rapidity with which our foreign immigrants of various 
^^l^'lSLLllAQ-A^roj? in̂  theî r lot politically with the country_ of their adoption, 
/" The iTaturalization Act (H.S.Canada,~192'7,~cTl38) provides" t~hat"~the following persons 
shall be deemed to be British subjects and therefore requiring only domicile and not 
naturalization to become Canadian citizens, 

(a) "Any person bom within His Majesty's dominions and allegiance; and 
(b) "Any person born out of His Majesty's dominions, whose father was a British 

subject at the time of that person's birth and either was born within His Majesty's 
allegiance or was a person to whom a certificate of naturalization h ^ been granted;and 

(c) "Any person bom on board a British ship whether in foreign territorial waters 
or not". 

Provided (l) "that the child of a British subject, whether that child was bom 
before or after the passing of this Act, shall be deemed to have been born within His 
Majesty's allegiance if bom in a place where by treaty, capitulation, grant, usage, 
sufferance, or other lawful means. His Majesty exercises Jurisdiction over British 
subjects," 

(2) "The wife of a British subject shall be deemed ,̂ 0 be a British subject,^ 

(3) "A woman, who, having been an alien, has by or in consequence of her 
marriage become a British subject, shall not, by reason only of death of her hus
band or the dissolution of her marriage, cease to be a British subject," 
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tlatldnaiity^ 

We how com? to the queotion proper of nationality or citizenship. The terms 
"national", "nationality", "nationalist", "nationalism", are often used in a loose 
or general, though perfectly understandable way. The Census,which must be specific 
and cleaf cut,has a distinct question dev6tM to the subject. For Census purposes, 
the root idea of nationality is "to what country do you owe political allegiance?" 
Every Canadian ditizen or national, i.e., every person owing allegiance to Canada, 
is entered in this column of the cenBus as "Canadian"^ 

The basic liegal definition of Canadian nationality is to be found in the 
Immigration Act, which defines a. Canadian citizen as including three categories: 
(l) any person bdrn in Canada who has not subsequently become the citizen of a 
foreign state; (2) any British subject who has been domiciled for five years in 
C^ada; (3) any subject of a foreign power who has become naturalized and has not 
subsequently become an alien or lost Canadian domicile. / 

The part which Canada played in the negotiating of the Peace Treaty and her 
subsequent enrollment aa a member of the League of Nations necessitated an enlarge
ment of the terms of the Immigration ̂ .ct above cited. In other words, there arose 
the need of an official definition of the term "Canadian citizen" as distinct from 
"British subject" - a definition that would be internationally recognized. An act 
was accordingly passed by the Parliament of Canada in 1922 entitled "An act to 
define Canadian nationals and to provide for the renunciation of Canadian 
nationality" (R.S.Canada, 1927, c.2l). It defined a Canadian national as, (l) any 
British subject who is a Canadian citizen within the meaning of the Immigration 
Act; (2) the wife of any such person; and (3) any person born out of Canada whose 
father was a Canadian national at the time of that person's birth, or, with regard 
to persons bom before the passing of the Act, any person whose father at the time 
of such birth possessed all the qualifications of a Canadian national as defined in 
the Act. It went on to describe the procedure necessary in the renunciation of 
Canadian citizenship.. Thus there is now a statute establishing a class of "Canadian 
citizen" within the wider class of "British subject". No one can be a Canadian 
citizen without being a British subject, but there was a time when persons were 
admitted to naturalisation in Canada who could not qualify as British subjects out
side of Canada, 

Under the section as to children above cited; a child bom of Canadian parents 
in a foreign country retains his Canadian citizenship up,to the age of 21 (providing 
his parents have retained theirs), or until he elects to be a citizen either of the 
countî ' in which he was bom or of some other country. 

It will be seen from the above that Canadian nationality has several bases. 
The Census covers each of the phases that have been mentioned, and though instances 
Where inexact definitions are given to the enumerator, may occur (in the case perhaps 
of Canadians who have adopted foreign allegiance and have not been formally re
patriated on returning to Canada), there is no reason to believe that it will not 
obtain a substantially accurate measurement of this highly important phase of the 
national life. 

Of course the sian total of Canadian nationals is not ascertainable through 
the Canadian Census alone. That total includes Canadians who have left Canada for 
permanent domicile elsewhere, retaining their Canadian citizenship.' The only source 
of information for these Individuals is the censuses of the countries in which they 
are living. We know, for example, that in igPO there were l,12l+,925 persons re
siding in the United States who had been born in Canada. Of these, 3'+5,557 had 
retained their Canadian citizenship* 

Origin 

The next phase of the subject covered by the Census deals with the "origin" 
or source from which the Canadian population has been derived. The information 
sought under this heading is popularly described as involving the concept of "race", 
but this is not always the, case,. In a biological "and ethnological sense, the tem 
"race" signifies a physical differential.ion. (as in shape of head, stature, color of 

/ R.S^ Canada, I927, chap. 93, sec. (27,(b). 
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skln, etc.) between groups oi the naman species, such as exists between the black 
and white races, or under the latter heading between the Nordic, Alpine and Mediter
ranean groups, Obviouely the Census cannot pursue enquiry to any length in a field 
of the latter character, the more so as ethnologists themselves are by no means 
agreed upon the principles of race classificjation. Yet some valuable light is 
thrown by the Census upon this region. The practical procedure is as follows: 

First, all persons of the black, yellow, red or brown races are entered as 
Negro, Japanese, Chinese, Hindu, Indian, Malayan as the case may be, (orientals 
being segregated by country of origin). Obviously it is obligatory, so long as 
legislation like our Chinese Immigration Act, or special arrangments,like those 
with regard to Japanese and Hindu iraraigration. exist, that we should know the exact 
situation in Canada having regard to which these policies are formulated. In the 
case likewise of the Canadian aborigine the enumeration is on distinctly racial 
lines. 

For the remaining elements of the population, those namely which derived 
originally from Europe,— consisting in the main of the descendants of the French^ 
English, Irish, Scotch, German and other Etiiropean colonists,— the question as to 
''origin" usually elicits the original place of residence and implied cultural sur
roundings of the family before its transfer to the North American continent. In 
most cases, therefore, the replies to the census ^estion indicate the coiintry of 
section of Europe from which the family originally came,'— as English, Scotch, 
Irish, Welsh, French, lutch, German, Polish, Ukfanian, etc, etc*,— each of which 
is relatively homogeneous from a cultural standpoint. 

The term "origin", therefore, as used by the census, has a conibihed biological, 
cultural and geographical significance. It suggests whence our people come and the 
implied biological strain and cultural backglround. Following popular usage, the 
terms, "English stock", "French stock", "Italiah stock", etc., are employed to 
describe the sum total of the biological and cultural characteristics which dis
tinguish such groups from others. 

Of coutse in the case of the descendants of the original French,colonists, who 
possess certain definite rights under the Canadian Constitution now of a century and 
a half standing, and who number nearly one-third of the present population of Canada, 
there Is a further and very special obligation to record their origin. From a pop
ulation of not over 80,000 at the outside at the time of the British conquest of 
1760, the French stock has grown to a total (bst-̂ een Canada and the United States) 
little short of 4̂̂  raillions today. 

In tracing origin in the case of thoie of European descent the line is through 
the father. By applying this rule rigorously, those of mixed family origin are 
(by the law of large numbers) resolved with a fair degree of accuracy into their 
constituent elements. Family name is often an index: (Miller is English, but 
Mueller is German). For Indians, the line is through the mother, and the tribe 
name is likewise ascertained, as Chippewaj Blackfoot, Cree, etc. All who are 
found on Indian reserves as wards of the Government are counted as Indians, In the 
case of the black or yellow races, persons deriving through either parent are so 
named. 

In 1921 there were in Canada 2,5^5,496 of English, 2,^52,751 of French, 
1.173.637 of Scottish, 1,107,^17 of Irish and 29^,636 of Geman origin. Outside 
of those of French origin, about 2g- millions were of three generations or more 
family residence in the country. Only 18,000 were unable to indicate the origin 
of their family, 

Canada is still recruiting her population to a large degree from outside 
sources. Her main problem in this connection is the assimilation of diverse 
elements into a national unity. Such features as illiteracy, the tendency to learn 
and speak the national languages, the tendency to crime, v§ry distinctly as between 
different stocks. Illiteracy, for example, persists among the population, sometimes 
for several generations, very much in direct relation to origin, notwithstanding the 
uniform operation of Canadian conditions and environment. Intermarriage likewise 
varies within Northern and Northwestern European stocks and those of Southeastern 
Europe. Knowledge of this kind is not of theoretical interest alone, but invades 
the field of "practical politics". The United States has definitely adopted a 
policy of restricted immigration based on considerations of the present origin 
content of its population. 
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The l;i.ngU/i,g3 s7̂ e';en b.7 the people c.f a ccxrntry has a distinct bearing upon 
its problnms of r,atioii.ality and assiriiln-tiout- With the exception of religion, 
no individual righv- or heritage is ;Bore highly prised or more jealously guarded. 
In Caria-'L.̂. Ti'rench as well as Suglish hau been ar. Gffic:,al, langiuige from the earliest 
times. 

The Censu= askc Ir.hrae questions of each parscri as to language; (l), fhether he 
or she oan .-̂ peak Englifih; (2), Wiiê iher he or sho en." spc??,k French; and (3), What 
language is spoken SG mother t-on̂ iie.> By mot-.-er to:.-.gue is meant the language commonly 
spoken iri tho home: in the ca'.-« of iimiigrarLt? it ir. usiualiy the language of customary 
speech before cî uing to Oan,atlâ  

As £j.re.iiy said, it is important for various rea^.ons, and especially from the 
standpoint ol as'siir.ilaticri., tc m(;a:iui-e tho extent to f.hich foreign languages are 
habitually .;pok?n in Canada. Of the populatlo:i over '.lO years of age in Canada over 
U millions î po?k English in the home; over .'.•̂  ,-Ldllionc spe,'Jx: French, while 235,000 
speak German, over 1557,OCO speak Slavic o-id over 104.000 spealt one or other of the 
Scandina.vian tor..°Tj.es., Of 8;;0j000 foreign-borr-f 75^5^00 can speak English, 

It is also interesting to observe the trends as •'::!etween the use of the-two 
official languages of ths country,, English and .Frenchs Of tt̂ e population over ten 
years of age in Canada, 85 pc:r cent can speaJ-: English, the dominant language, and 
29.89 can 'jpealc ZPrench. Aa to the extent tc which those of British and French origin 
respectively in Canad.a speak each other's lan^::age, it is interesting to note that of 
the 1,771.077 0- French descent in Canada above ten years of age, 878,850 speak both 
English and French, 869,.S72 fjpeak S'rench alor>.3. aud 19,092 speak English alone. Among 
those of Britidh decent,, 3r65^L^'30 y7Jsak F.r);=:iiGh alone, and only 176,870 speak both 
English and French; there is in addition a groop of -̂. 66̂ 4 who speak French alone— 
mostly the descendants of early British dsttlsrs-: in 0..• •„, .1.n 

Rollgion 

Finally, the Census rsqulren each person to state what Is the religious 
denomination or com:aui:ity to which he or £rh<- adheret' or belongs, or which he or she 
farcuvs.-. The census in ':^^txiY countries omit? any question as to religion because of 
its deciaedly personal nature, Tn such ca.-̂ Ĝ Vas ueBl is ir.at by data periodically 
collected from the headquart<irs of the var.ious churoli^s. The latter method, though 
it secures a mass of valuable details regarding church membership and finance, does 
not include non-adherents to an organized dsnomine.tion. In Canada, therefore, a 
question on religion has always appeared in the censi^s, where 1: has proved valuable 
In conjuncbiov}. with the data on nativity, race, origin and language. It is of course 
not' easy, in viev; of the wide variations in religious faiths, to decure clear-cut 
definitions in each and every case, but the raore important religious bodies are well 
covered. In the next census special efforts vill be raade to avoid confusion. For 
example, adherentr, of the Greek Catholic church 77-; U b'e oharblydifferentiated from 
adherents of the Greek Orthodox church; :;';:9SDy. „,:'.'.:.•,; and ethers within the United 
church must be dititinguinhed from those who hiive rem,-iined outside of that organization; 
and so on. Ihe census question may also "be cvppicmen'ied by a schedule addressed to 
the central organizations of the veiricnri churches in the manner above described, for 
purposes of checi:ing. £nd for the securi:-ig of important detail. 

The matters briefly treated in tha fortecing av̂ e, as stated at the outset, 
only a part of the large fiald covorsd by ths Centrai;'. ?.raceding them in the census 
schedule, such primary subjects as age, tiex and ccajugal condition, are dealt with, 
while a f oil:,Ting eectinn ir. devoted to puch ecsricniic ;,.t:p?.Gts as-occupation, sarn-
inga, itne-aploy.nent, and still othe.rs to education,, pi-.73ii'.rj. disabilities, etc. In 
all sections aliko the conditions undtr \T(hich c-=nsu3--tal-:ing is carried out must be 
borne in nind. The questions, ac will havt5 bs&n soen, af.foct some of the most fund
amental ajid mariy-r.ided interests of the individual. Ye-'̂  they mu3t not only be rigidly 
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restricted in n-umber (not more than 35 or UO for the whole gamut ard 
feasible) but they must be handled in a simple and even colloquial way. 
For the latter the reasons are obvious. Over lU,000 enumerators'will be 
required to tal̂ e the 1931 Census of Canada. They must be recruited at a 
moderate wage,- and they must be Instructed in terms capable of the easiest 
understanding and interpretation. To employ highly trained (and by Implication 
highly-siaried) men for this work is doubtless deslrable-^but already the cost 
of collecting the Census data will be well nigh $2^ millions. Again, the 
enumerators must collect their Information from ''the man on the street", 
unfamiliar with the full purport of census methods, or with the reasons for 
each and every Item of procedure. Nevertheless it Is of supreme importance 
that the people themselves have confidence In the necessity of the census 
questions and that they furnish with complete goodwill the Information for 
which these questions call. It is hoped that the preceding discussion will 
help to clarify thought in this regard and to Enlist the sjonpathetic co
operation of the public. 

Dtminion Btireau of Statistics, 
Ottawa, Canada, 




